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Abstract: After a major seismic event, structural safety inspections by qualified experts are required
prior to reoccupying a building and resuming operation. Such manual inspections are generally
performed by teams of two or more experts and are time consuming, labor intensive, subjective in
nature, and potentially put the lives of the inspectors in danger. The authors reported previously on
the system for a rapid post-earthquake safety assessment of buildings using sparse acceleration data.
The proposed framework was demonstrated using simulation of a five-story steel building modeled
with three-dimensional nonlinear analysis subjected to historical earthquakes. The results confirmed
the potential of the proposed approach for rapid safety evaluation of buildings after seismic events.
However, experimental validation on large-scale structures is required prior to field implementation.
Moreover, an extension to the assessment of high-rise buildings, such as those commonly used for
residences and offices in modern cities, is needed. To this end, a 1/3-scale 18-story experimental steel
building tested on the shaking table at E-Defense in Japan is considered. The importance of online
model updating of the linear building model used to calculate the Damage Sensitive Features (DSFs)
during the operation is also discussed. Experimental results confirm the efficacy of the proposed
approach for rapid post-earthquake safety evaluation for high-rise buildings. Finally, a cost-benefit
analysis with respect to the number of sensors used is presented.

Keywords: rapid safety assessment; post-earthquake; sparse acceleration measurements; damage
index; maximum interstory drift angle; safety classification; damage-sensitive features; convolutional
neural network; parametric model updating; nonparametric system identification; experimental
validation; cost-benefit analysis

1. Introduction

Many of the largest cities in the world lie in regions of high seismicity, the concen-
tration of people, infrastructure, and assets creates high potential for social and economic
disruption. For example, the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake hit Tohoku region, causing
severe damage to many buildings, as well as to other civil infrastructure systems. The
earthquake also affected the Tokyo Metropolitan area (about 400 km away from the epi-
center), where many high-rise buildings swayed for an extended period [1]. More than
5 million people were stranded and unable to return home on the day of the earthquake,
due to the limited operation of the transportation network [2]. As a result, the Tokyo
government established guidelines to ensure that citizens have a safe shelter in the after-
math of a significant earthquake [3]. Nonetheless, issues still remain, in that determining
whether a building can withstand aftershocks can be challenging. In addition, the 2016
Kumamoto earthquake which hit the central Kyushu area was comprised of two intense
earthquakes within 28 h [4]. Some structures that survived the first earthquake collapsed by
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the second earthquake, due to the damage caused by the first earthquake. Loss of human
life could have been reduced if the damage state of buildings had been assessed quickly
and occupants notified after the first earthquake. These experiences illustrate the crucial
need for a system that can evaluate the safety of structures rapidly after a seismic event
and direct evacuation of occupants if safety issues are identified.

The evaluation by experts is currently performed to assess buildings in the affected
area after an earthquake. In the United States, the Applied Technology Council (ATC)
published a field manual for post-earthquake building inspection, which categorizes a
building into three safety levels: Inspected, restricted use, and unsafe [5]. After the assess-
ment of a building, experts complete assessment forms and subsequently place placards
on the buildings indicating the results of the inspection. In Japan, a similar inspection
process is carried out by experts based on a manual issued by The Japan Building Disaster
Prevention Association [6]. Japan currently has 110,375 certified experts who can inspect
damaged structures [7], while the Tokyo Metropolitan government reported that Tokyo
has more than 1.9 million buildings [8]. Should a major seismic event occur be inflicted on
Tokyo, the number of experts is clearly insufficient to affect the timely safety assessment
of many buildings. Recognizing the need to accelerate the inspection process, the Depart-
ment of Building Inspection in the City and County of San Francisco, in cooperation with
the Structural Engineers Association of Northern California (SEAONC), developed the
Building Occupancy Resumption Program (BORP) to enable building owners to pre-certify
private post-earthquake inspection of their buildings by qualified experts [9]. Regardless of
who carries out the inspections, they are labor intensive and time consuming, potentially
placing the lives of the inspectors at risk.

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) offers important tools to evaluate the state of
a structure after seismic events. For example, researchers have proposed approaches
for detecting damaged structures in an affected area after natural disaster using satellite
imagery at the city-scale [10–13]. The developed tools reported therein, combined with
the capabilities derived from the Geographic Information System (GIS), can make quick
comparisons of images of the affected areas before and after catastrophic events to find
collapsed or partially collapsed structures. This approach is effective for rapidly assessing
the situation at a regional level but does not provide adequate information to assess whether
a building can be reoccupied.

Other researchers have proposed the use of measured accelerations to estimate the
maximum interstory drift angle that can be used to rapidly assess a building’s safety. For
example, Xu et al. [14] presented a method to estimate the maximum interstory drift angle
for a Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF) shear structure using a single accelerometer. The
numerical example showed good performance, however, the analysis evaluation of the
model was linear and differences in the responses between the as-built structure and the
numerical shear structure were not considered. Tsuchimoto et al. [15] proposed an approach
applying Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to sparse acceleration measurement
data to infer the maximum interstory drift angle, based on which the building’s safety
was estimated. The proposed approach was validated for a nonlinear model of a five-
story steel building and suggested as a tool for making decisions regarding building
re-occupancy. However, experimental validation on large-scale structures is required prior
to this approach being accepted by practitioners for field implementation. Additionally,
the approach should be extended to the assessment of high-rise buildings, such as those
commonly used for residences and offices in modern cities.

To bridge the gap between the prototype diagnostic system developed previously [15]
and a realizable system that is effective for large-scale high-rise buildings, accurate charac-
terization of the as-built structure is crucial. In structural engineering, parametric model
updating has been investigated actively, where unknown or uncertain parameters (e.g.,
mass, stiffness, and damping ratio) of a mathematical model are estimated based on
the measurement data [16]. Approaches that seek optimal parameters by maximizing a
goodness-of-fit function have been extended to Bayesian model updating methods that
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incorporate measurements with different degrees of uncertainty with the prior knowl-
edge about the structure (e.g., initial parameters of the mathematical model) [17–19]. In
particular, Yuen, Beck, and Katafygiotis [20] have proposed an efficient Bayesian model
updating approach using incomplete modal measurement data. When the goal is to pre-
dict the structural response accurately, a more general class of (non-parametric) system
identification algorithms, such as Eigensystem Realization Algorithm, System Realization
using Information Matrix and Multi-input, multi-output Frequency Domain Identification
(MFDID) (e.g., [21–24]), allow for the development of models that can represent accurately
the dynamic response of structures subject to seismic excitation.

With a focus on enabling field implementation, this paper proposes an approach for
rapid post-earthquake safety assessment of tall buildings using sparse accelerations. To
this end, a 1/3-scale 18-story experimental steel building tested on the shaking table at
E-Defense in Japan [25] is considered. Following a brief overview of previous work, an ap-
proach is proposed for model updating of the linear building model, using nonparametric
system identification, which is important for the calculation of Damage Sensitive Features
(DSFs) during the operation. Subsequently, experimental validation is performed using
data from a shaking-table test of a 1/3-scale 18-story experimental steel building. A CNN
is trained to estimate the maximum interstory drift angle based on the measured ground
excitation and accelerations at selected floors, which is then used to classify the building
into one of three categories, “safe”, “restricted use”, and “unsafe”. This study shows that
online model updating of the linear building model is essential to ensure the accuracy of
the approach. Finally, a cost-benefit analysis is performed in terms of both initial costs and
ongoing maintenance. These results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed framework
for rapid safety assessment of as-built structures after seismic events. The contribution of
this research is the development and validation of an effective approach for rapid post-
earthquake safety assessment that is feasible in the field environment. Steps are designed
to incorporate the available information before and after the installation to reduce the effect
of modeling errors. The cost-benefit assessment also provides insight into the economic
feasibility of the proposed system.

2. Post-Earthquake Safety Assessment of Buildings

This section discusses the proposed post-earthquake safety assessment approach
for high-rise buildings. The approach is based on previous work by the authors [15],
which is summarized first for the reader’s convenience. Subsequently, the process of
system identification, model calibration, and online model updating, which are required
for full-scale implementation, are described in detail.

2.1. Rapid Safety Assessment Using Convolutional Neural Networks

The building safety assessment after earthquakes can be performed by investigating
the change of structural properties before and after the events. Researchers have reported
that the Interstory Drift Angle (IDA) is a valid indicator of structures’ safety [26,27]. Many
destructive tests (i.e., horizontal cyclic test) of materials (e.g., reinforced concrete, steel,
and wood/timber) have been conducted to identify structural performance/conditions,
based on the hysteresis behavior observed in the form of force-interstory drift (or angle)
curves [28]. Design codes for buildings (e.g., American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
7–10 [29]) state that all structures shall conform to an allowable interstory drift and drift
angle for each risk category. These experiments and design codes provided a rationale
for estimating the maximum interstory drift and drift angle to assess the conditions of
buildings rapidly after earthquakes. For the proposed system, the maximum IDA is selected
as the damage index, DI, i.e., [15]:

DI = max
j

{
max

t

(
θj(t)

)}
(1)
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where θj(t) = dj(t)/hj is the time history of interstory drift angle, dj(t) is the time history
of interstory drift, and hj is the story height of the jth floor.

After estimation of the maximum IDA, three categories were proposed for safety
classification: (i) Safe, (ii) restricted use, and (iii) unsafe. Safe indicates that a detailed
inspection is not required, and the structure is immediately habitable. Unsafe implies that
the structure is uninhabitable and immediate evacuation is required. Restricted use is
between safe and unsafe, where the structure is still habitable, but a detailed inspection
is recommended. Safety classification using maximum IDA can be defined using data
from past disasters. The Japan Structural Consultant Association (JSCA) has developed
a performance-based design code that can evaluate building performance against lateral
forces (e.g., earthquake, wind) to ensure the integrity of building structures [30,31]. Seismic
performance can be categorized based on structural types (e.g., reinforced concrete, steel,
etc.) and the type of seismic frame system (e.g., moment frame, brace, Reinforced Concrete
(RC) wall, etc.). Tables 1 and 2 describe the relationship between maximum IDA and
building condition of RC and steel moment frame structure.

Table 1. Relationship between the RC moment frame system and maximum interstory drift angle [30].

Building Condition No Damage Minor Damage Damage Extreme Damage

Maximum drift angle 1/300 1/150 1/100 1/75
Residual crack width Less than 0.2 mm 0.2 mm 0.2–1.0 mm More than 1.0 mm

Repair No need Minor repair Repair of crack
Small-scale repair

Repair of crack
Large-scale repair

Table 2. Relationship between the steel moment frame system and maximum interstory drift angle [30].

Building Condition No Damage Minor Damage Damage Extreme Damage

Maximum drift angle 1/200 1/150 1/100 1/75
Ductility ratio µ 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Repair No need Minor repair Small-scale repair Large-scale repair

Based on these two studies, the safety classification for steel moment frame structure
was proposed as follows: (i) Safe, if the maximum IDA is less than 0.5%; (ii) restricted
use, if the maximum IDA is greater than 0.5% and less than 1.0%; and (iii) unsafe, if the
maximum IDA is greater than 1.0%. The safety classification for this purpose can be stated
in terms of the proposed damage index, DI, as:

(1) Safe: 0 ≤ DI ≤ 0.005;
(2) Restricted use: 0.005 < DI ≤ 0.01;;
(3) Unsafe: DI > 0.01.

Direct measurement of the IDA is not easy in many cases, requiring special sensors
(e.g., making-off plate attached with stiff needle, laser). To address this problem, researchers
have proposed that a damage sensitive feature can indicate the presence of structural
damage based on the measured response [32]. The DSF proposed by the authors [15] for
building structures is given by differencing the measured accelerations and the acceleration
predicted by a linear numerical model of the building model as follows:

DSFi(t) = ∆
..
xi(t) =

..
xi,measured(t)−

..
xi,linear(t) (2)

where
..
xi,measured(t) is the ith measured acceleration and

..
xi,linear(t) is the corresponding ith

story acceleration derived from the linear numerical model. Previous work by the authors
revealed a strong correlation between this DSF, when used in conjunction with the input
ground excitation, and earthquake damage.

The CNN is employed to discover the complex relationship between DSFs and the
maximum IDA. The input to the CNN is: (i) Measured ground acceleration, and (ii) DSFs at
the selected floors calculated by Equation (2). The CNN requires training data to estimate
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the maximum IDA from various kinds of ground excitation. Since a large amount of
training data from full-scale damaged buildings is not readily available, a 3D nonlinear
analysis model is created from design drawings and building investigations (for existing
buildings) to represent an as-built structure. Next, simplified linear and nonlinear models
are developed by matching pushover analysis results with those of the 3D model. These
simplified models are used to create training data efficiently.

Monte Carlo simulation is employed to generate training data, which consist of
input data (ground motion and DSFs) and output data (maximum IDA). The following
uncertainties are considered in the ground motion: (i) Different maximum acceleration,
(ii) different response acceleration spectrum, (iii) different damping coefficient due to soil
layers, and (iv) different time duration of peak location. For the simplified nonlinear
analysis model, the following uncertainties are considered: (i) Different stiffnesses after
yielding and (ii) different yielding points. More details concerning this approach to the
post-earthquake safety assessment can be found in [15].

2.2. Parametric Model Updating

When the proposed approach for post-earthquake safety assessment is applied to
the high-rise buildings, the simplified model should represent the 3D model accurately.
Otherwise, the CNNs trained by a dataset generated using the simplified model will not
perform well. However, for high-rise buildings, creating simplified models that accurately
predict the building response is not straightforward. To address this problem, this research
applies parametric model updating for initial model calibration.

The model calibration is based on the Bayesian Model Updating (BMU) approach [20].
The goal of the BMU in this research is to update each stiffness parameter of the simplified
linear model, so that the natural periods and mode shapes match between the model and
the reference data. The BMU starts with parameterizing the stiffness matrix by the linear
combination of M sub-matrices:

K =
M

∑
i=1

θiKi (3)

where Ki is a part of the stiffness matrix that depends on ith story stiffness, Ki, and θi is a
scaling factor optimized by the BMU method (θi initially starts from 1.0).

This method updates scale parameters, θ = [θ1, θ2, . . .]T, natural frequencies, ω =

[ω1, ω2, . . .]T, and mode shapes, φ =
[
φT

1 , φT
2 , . . .

]T, using the reference natural frequen-

cies, ω̂ = [ω̂1, ω̂2, . . .]T, and mode shapes, ψ̂ =
[
ψ̂T

1, ψ̂T
2, . . .

]T. The following variables
are defined:

ei =
(
−ω2

i M + K
)

φi (4)

ε =

[
ω̂−ω

ψ̂− Γφ

]
(5)

ν = θ− θ0 (6)

where Γ selects the Degrees-of-Freedom (DOFs) where the reference mode shapes are
available, and θ0 is the initial condition of the scale parameters (i.e., the vector of ones).

The method assumes ei, ε, ν are Gaussian random variables, and alternately updates
ω, φ, and θ, so that the log-likelihood of the observed variables are maximized. This
method is effective for matching both natural frequencies and mode shapes for the reference
data. Example results applying the method to the 18-story shear building model described
in the next section are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Example BMU results (floor stiffness, reference: Modal information from the 3D model).

Model calibration discussed in this section is adopted for the training data generation
and the CNN training for post-earthquake safety assessment. This step enhances the
consistency of the generated data with the actual structural behavior. Model calibration
based on this parametric model updating can be applied when (i) the system is initially
installed, using the modal information from the 3D model as reference and (ii) the entire
system needs to be updated, using the measurement of modal information after completion
of building.

2.3. Online Model Updating

The structural properties of typical buildings will change slowly over the course
of time, requiring the linear model to be updated in real time. When an earthquake
occurs, the linear response in Equation (2) is calculated using the updated model, based
on which the DSFs are obtained. Nonparametric system identification techniques for
online model updating are broadly classified into two categories: Frequency domain
methods (e.g., [33,34]) and time domain methods (e.g., [35,36]). For cases when both input
and output data are available, as in this research, Kim et al. [37] presented a frequency
domain method for Multi-Input and Multi-Output (MIMO) systems that fit a rational
polynomial transfer function to the measured Frequency Response Function (FRF) by the
Maximum Likelihood Approach (MFDID). Juang [38] proposed a time domain method
known as Eigen System Realization using the Information Matrix (SRIM) to identify the
state-space model of the structure. This approach is an extension of the Eigensystem
Realization Algorithm (ERA)/DC method [39], which fits a state-space model directly to
the time-history data using correlation matrices. The order of the state-space model and
the modal selection are performed automatically by observing the singular values and
the modal quality index termed Extended Modal Assurance Criteria of the Observability
Matrix (EMACO). Since this approach can identify a model of the structure automatically,
subsequent sections use the SRIM method to obtain the up-to-date representation of the
linear structural properties.

3. Experimental Validation

This section discusses the experimental validation of the proposed rapid safety evalu-
ation approach using a 1/3-scale 18-story steel building that was tested at E-Defense in
Japan [25]. First, a summary of the shaking table tests of this building are provided. Then,
a 3D analysis model is developed, from which linear and nonlinear simplified 18-DOF
analysis models are derived. The parameters of the simplified models are initialized using
the results of the pushover analysis of the 3D model and each stiffness of the floor is
calibrated with the 3D analysis model using parametric model updating (the BMU method)
to match the first three natural periods and mode shapes. The differences in responses
of the simplified linear and nonlinear analysis models are explored to demonstrate the
efficacy of DSFs. Training data for the CNN is produced by Monte Carlo simulation applied
to the simplified linear and nonlinear analysis models. Initial evaluation of the CNN is
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conducted using the simplified nonlinear model subjected to new ground motions that
were not considered during training of the CNN. A confusion matrix is used to evaluate the
accuracy of the proposed approach for safety evaluation. Finally, the proposed approach is
validated using the results of the destructive experimental tests conducted at E-Defense.

3.1. Summary of Shaking Table Test for a 1/3-Scale Building

A 1/3-scale 18-story steel building was tested at E-Defense in Japan [25], with the goal
of understanding the process of collapse under earthquakes which were not considered in
the design stage, as well as to measure the capacity of buildings designed by the Japanese
building code. The target structure is a high-rise office building made of steel typically
found in Japan (see Figure 2). The floor has a rectangular plan of 6 m (2 m × 3 spans)
width and 5 m (5 m × 1 span) length in perpendicular direction. The floor height is 1.35 m,
except 1.7 m for the first floor, with a 0.7 m reinforced concrete foundation, and the total
building height is 25.35 m (see Figure 3). The total weight of the structure is 4179 kN. The
structural frames are designed to be simple steel moment frames. Box columns and I-beams
support the vertical and horizontal loads. The steel grade of these components is SM490A,
which has nominal strength of 325 MPa and tensile strength of 490 MPa. The steel columns
are welded to the steel ground beams, which are embedded in the reinforced concrete
foundation. The reinforced concrete foundation is then anchored to the shaking table with
steel tendons. Following the design practice, the beams are designed to yield prior to the
columns. Three-axial servo-type accelerometers (TOKYO SOKUSHIN, AS-3357) with a
sampling frequency of 200 Hz were installed to all the floors to measure the acceleration
during the tests.
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The input random excitation was created to represent a long-period earthquake
based on the Nankai Trough as the epicenter. Its maximum acceleration is 420 cm/s2

with the duration time of 460 s. Its response pseudo-velocity spectrum has a constant
value of 110 cm/s from 0.8 s to 10 s. This structure was subjected to this created input
random excitation in a single direction (y-direction in Figure 3). The magnitude of input
random excitation was gradually increased from approximately 40% of maximum velocity
(pSv = 40 cm/s) until the structure collapsed (Figure 2). The excitations and damage states
of the structure are summarized in Table 3. In this study, small-to-moderate earthquakes
are targeted due to the importance in safety assessment near the boundary between “safe”
and “restricted use”. On the other hand, “unsafe” structures with severe damage can be
easily determined by external inspection (e.g., crack of external wall, residual yielding).
Therefore, the following seven cases are chosen from experimental results (Table 3) for
validation of the proposed framework.

Table 3. Results of shaking table test and its safety classification.

Exp. pSv
(cm/s) Maximum Drift Angle Damage State Safety Classification

1 16 1/556 (at 14th floor) No damage (elastic) Safe
2 40 1/171 (at 14th floor) No damage (elastic) Restricted use
3 81 1/110 (at 3rd and 14th floor) 2nd–4th floor beam end yielded Restricted use

4 and 5 110 1/90 and 1/91 (at 14th floor) 2nd–7th floor beam end and column base
yielded Unsafe

6 and 7 180 1/62 and 1/55 (at 11th floor) 2nd–14th floor beam end yielded Unsafe

3.2. Modeling of an 18-Story Building

A 3D nonlinear analysis model is developed in SAP2000 (Figure 4, [40]) based on
a 1/3-scale steel building with a fix-base condition. The following basic concepts of the
3D analysis model are considered: Columns with axial, bending, and shear deformation,
beams with bending and shear deformation. Beams and columns are modeled as nonlinear
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frame elements with lumped plasticity at both ends, representing plastic hinges. The plastic
hinges follow a bilinear restoring force model, as described in FEMA-356 [41]. Beams are
assigned as M3 (subjected to strong axis bending moment) hinges. On the other hand,
columns are attributed to P-M2-M3 (subjected to axial force and both axes) hinges due to the
interaction of axial force and bending moment. All of the floors are assumed rigid. Modal
damping ratios are set to 1%, consistent with the reported values for the similar high-rise
steel building [42]. Pushover analysis, which is a static and nonlinear procedure in which
the magnitude of the loading or deflection is incrementally increased in accordance with
a certain lateral load pattern <reference>, is then conducted to obtain the initial stiffness
of each story and the nonlinear performance of the structure (i.e., hysteresis loops for the
restoring force and interstory drift angle).
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3.3. Simplified Analysis Models

A large amount of training data is needed to train the CNN effectively. Due to the
computational expense of running the 3D nonlinear analysis, the simplified linear and
nonlinear shear analysis models are developed to enable the efficient generation of training
data. The DSFs during seismic events are calculated using the “measured” response from
the nonlinear model, as well as the “predicted” response from the linear analysis model.
To represent the nonlinear structural response, the Bouc-Wen hysteresis model [43–45]
is employed.

The pushover analysis results from the 3D analysis model are initially used to de-
termine the parameters of the linear and nonlinear models. Then, the initial stiffness is
calibrated to match with natural periods and mode shapes derived from the 3D analysis
model. The Bayesian Model Updating (BMU) method [20] is applied to determine each
optimal stiffness arrangement ([k1, k2, · · · , k18]) to match both first three natural periods
and mode shapes. The equation governing the interstory hysteretic restoring force is given
by the Bouc-Wen model as follows:

Fi = αikidi + (1− αi)kidyizi (7)
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.
zi =

1
dyi
{−γi|

.
di|| zi

∣∣∣ni−1zi − βi
.
di |zi|ni + Ai

.
di} (8)

where Fi is the restoring force due to the stiffness of the ith story, ki is the elastic stiffness of
the ith story, di is the interstory drift of the ith floor, and dyi is a parameter controlling the
deformation of the story when the yielding begins, αi is the ratio of the post- to pre-yield
stiffness. Ai, γi, and βi are the shape coefficients of the ith hysteresis loop, and ni governs
the associated smoothness of the transition part from elastic to plastic response.

The parameters for the Bouc-Wen hysteresis curves are obtained by trial-and-error
so as to correspond with the pushover curve derived from the 3D analysis model. The
parameters for both the linear and nonlinear models are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters of Bouc-Wen hysteresis curve for the 18-DOF shear-building model.

Story Floor Height (m) Mass (kN) Stiffness (105 kN/m) dyi (cm) αi Ai ni βi γi

1 1.70 230.5 1.20 1.28 0.03 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
2 1.35 230.5 1.18 1.14 0.04 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
3 1.35 230.5 1.10 1.14 0.04 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
4 1.35 230.5 1.02 1.14 0.04 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
5 1.35 230.5 0.91 1.14 0.05 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
6 1.35 230.5 0.80 1.14 0.05 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
7 1.35 230.5 0.70 0.91 0.06 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
8 1.35 230.5 0.76 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
9 1.35 230.5 0.83 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
10 1.35 230.5 0.87 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
11 1.35 230.5 0.92 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
12 1.35 230.5 0.95 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
13 1.35 230.5 0.92 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
14 1.35 230.5 0.90 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
15 1.35 230.5 0.86 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
16 1.35 230.5 0.76 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
17 1.35 230.5 0.65 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5
18 1.35 230.5 0.67 1.14 0.07 1.0 2 0.5 0.5

The modal analysis of the 3D model is also performed to obtain natural periods
and mode shapes. Comparison of natural periods and mode shapes between the 3D and
simplified analysis models after stiffness optimization using the BMU method are provided
in Table 5 and Figure 5.

Table 5. Comparison of natural periods between 3D and simplified planar model (y-direction).

Mode 3D Model (s) Simplified Model (s)

1st 1.18 1.18
2nd 0.39 0.39
3rd 0.22 0.25
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Figure 5. Comparison of 1st to 3rd mode shapes between the 3D and simplified planar model
(y-direction).

In addition, the time history response analysis of both 3D and simplified planar
models are conducted to confirm the response accelerations. Modal damping (1% damping
in each mode) is adopted for both the 3D and simplified models. The Hachinohe historical
earthquake (1968) [46], which is one of the earthquakes often been selected to check its
responses at the design stage, is used for comparison. From Figures 5 and 6, the simplified
linear analysis model after optimizing stiffness by the BMU method represents the behavior
of the 3D analysis model closely.
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3.4. Damage Sensitive Feature (DSF)

To create training data for the CNN, Monte Carlo simulation is carried out using
various random excitations for the selected DSFs. A band-limited white noise filtered
according to the Kanai-Tajimi spectrum [47] is utilized to generate input excitations. Table 6
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shows the parameters of both the Kanai-Tajimi filter and envelope function used in this
research. The following envelope function is applied after the filtering [48]:

ψ(t) = γ1·t·exp(−γ2t) (9)

Table 6. Parameter range for input ground motion.

Contents Range

Power intensity (Gs) 0.01–0.10
Natural period (s) 0.20–3.00

Damping coefficient 0.20–0.50
Time duration (s) 60.0

Envelope (γ1) 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, and 1.50
Envelope (γ2) 0.06, 0.11, 0.17, and 0.55

The range of excitation power intensity is chosen, such that the resulting response
spans both the linear and nonlinear range. The equation with respect to power intensity
G0 and variance σ2 of band limited white noise is given by:

σ2 =
2πG0

∆t
(10)

where ∆t is the width of the pulses for the band-limited white noise. A total of 50,000 (6250
for each of the eight different values of G0) are generated. Figure 7 shows the relations
between the mean values of the DSF and the square root of G0 at 6th, 12th, and 18th floors,
which are proportional to the amplitude of excitation. From Figure 7, the value of DSF
gradually increases after yielding, as the amplitude of the random ground motion increases.
Since small-to-moderate damage in a building precipitates itself primarily as additional
structural damping due to hysteresis, the DSF (differences between the measured responses
and those predicted by the linear model) at the top floor takes larger values than those
at the lower floors. This observation clearly indicates that taking differences between
the acceleration from the nonlinear analysis and the one predicted by the linear analysis
model can be a feature that represents damage existence. This DSF is used as input to the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for safety evaluation described in the next section.
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3.5. Training of the Convolutional Neural Networks

This study uses DSFs at the three floors (6th, 12th, and 18th floor), along with the
ground excitation, as the input for the training of CNN. The selection was made to balance
the performance and cost. This research considers uncertainties in both the ground motion
and the simplified nonlinear model parameters by sampling the values uniformly from the
ranges listed in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 7. Parameter range for the simplified nonlinear model.

Contents Range

Secondary slope αtrue ± 1.4% of αtrue
Yielding point xy, true ± 12% of xy,true

The CNN architecture is shown in Table 8. A total of 44,500 training data, which consist
of ground motion and three DSFs (6th, 12th, and 18th story) with 3101 sampling data points
are generated. Before the data are put into the network, two types of data augmentation
are applied: (i) Data portions made of 3001 points are cropped out randomly, and (ii) −1
is multiplied to the ground excitation and the DSFs with a probability of 0.5. These
augmentation schemes are determined based on the observation of the physical properties
of the problem: The estimated damage index should not vary with the measurement
start time (time-invariance), and two similar excitations applied in the opposite directions
should lead to the identical damage index (symmetric structure or even function). The
data augmentation allows the network to learn those properties in a data-driven manner.
A reverse Huber function is selected as a loss function of the training process [49,50]. The
decrease in the reverse Huber loss functions evaluated for the training and 500 validation
data sets are shown in Figure 8, which indicates that the network converges.

Table 8. Summary of each hidden layer in CNN.

Input Layer The size of inputs: 4 × 3001
(Ground acceleration, 6th, 12th, and 18th floor of DSFs)

Convolutional layer

1st convolutional layer
Learnable filter size: 4 × 10
The number of filters: 256

Stride: 1
Activation function: relu
2nd convolutional layer

Learnable filter size: 1 × 10
The number of filters: 256

Stride: 1
Activation function: relu
3rd convolutional layer

Learnable filter size: 1 × 10
The number of filters: 256

Stride: 1
Activation function: relu
4th convolutional layer

Learnable filter size: 4 × 10
The number of filters: 256

Stride: 1
Activation function: relu

Pooling layer Maximum pooling layer: 1 × 5

Fully connected layer
The number of fully connected layers: 2 layers

The number of cells: 1024 each
Activation function: relu

Output layer The size of output: 1 (maximum interstory drift angle of all floors)
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A testing set of 5000 new ground motions is created using the same sampling method
shown in Table 6. Measured accelerations are derived using the simplified nonlinear
analysis model to calculate DSFs of three corresponding floors (6th, 12th, and 18th floor).
Figure 9 describes the scatter plot between estimated and true values for the maximum
IDA. The plots should be on the black linear line if predictions match the true values.
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Safety evaluation is conducted based on the process of safety classification described
in Section 2.1, which are categorized into three regions: “safe”, “restricted use”, and
“unsafe”. In this research, the “safe” zone is further divided into two sections, if the
estimated maximum IDA took less or more than 0.33% (=1/300). Simultaneously, the
“restricted use” zone is also divided into two sections, at an estimated maximum IDA 0.67%
(=1/150). These additional categories help engineers judge building safety conditions
more accurately, especially for the “restricted use” zone, where the building conditions
of near 0.5% (=1/200) and near 1.0% (=1/100) differs significantly. The accuracy of safety
evaluation using 5000 data records is illustrated using the confusion matrix shown in
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Figure 10. An accuracy of 97.1% indicates that the proposed approach applied to a high-rise
building has a high potential for safety evaluation after seismic events.
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3.6. Validation Results Using Experimental Data

This section further validates the CNN trained in Section 3.5 using the experimental
data listed in Table 3 (totally seven experimental cases). The DSFs at the 6th, 12th, and
18th floor are computed using the measured acceleration and the acceleration predicted
by the simplified linear analysis model. Then, the trained CNN is applied to the ground
acceleration and the corresponding DSFs to estimate the maximum IDA. Finally, safety
classification is performed based on the estimated maximum IDA to check the accuracy of
the proposed framework.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of nonparametric system identification for the pre-
dicted linear analysis model, comparisons of time history response accelerations are pre-
sented in Figure 11 using results of experimental case 1 in Table 3. The simplified linear
analysis model is updated using the nonparametric system identification (SRIM method)
to match measured time history response accelerations. Figure 11 shows that applying
the SRIM method provides a more accurate correspondence of response accelerations
for the selected floors (assumed sensor locations). The updated model is used in the
subsequent evaluations.

The ground excitation and the selected DSFs used for CNN training contain 3001 data
points collected at a sampling frequency of 50 Hz (total of 60 s). However, the experimental
data contain 55,400 data points, which were sampled at 200 Hz. Therefore, the original
measured data were filtered and down-sampled to 50 Hz, which still allow measurement
of the first three modes ( f3 = 4.6 Hz). After down-sampling, the number of data points
decreases to 13,850, which is further divided into overlapping segments with 3001 data
points. These sliding windows are chosen to contain the maximum acceleration, which
cause a strong impact and deformation to the building. In this study, four windows
(containing 3001 data points that include maximum acceleration) are prepared to estimate
the maximum IDA. An example of the four selected windows are shown in Figure 12 using
experimental case 2.
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Figure 11. Comparison of time history response accelerations using experimental input excitation: (a) Measured and linear
model fitted to the 3D model by parametric model updating (BMU method); (b) measured and updated linear model fitted
to the experimental data by nonparametric system identification (SRIM method).
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Figure 12. Example of four windows (3001 data points) selected to contain the maximum acceleration
of DSF for Experiment 2.

Figure 13 compares the prediction from four different windows and true values of DI
estimated using experimental acceleration data. The maximum DI for each experimental
case is finally chosen for safety classification. Results show that the proposed approach can
reasonably estimate the DI, especially for small-to-moderate levels of ground excitation,
which indicate that the proposed system can deal with situations where the earthquake
record has varying lengths.

Safety classification for the experimental structure is then carried out using the pre-
dicted maximum DI from four windows. To show the effectiveness of the online model
updating using nonparametric system identification, two cases are compared: Using BMU
only (without SRIM, denoted as BMU only), and using both BMU and SRIM (denoted
as BMU + SRIM). The confusion matrices in Figure 14 indicate the estimation accuracy
using the trained CNNs. The accuracy of estimating safety levels are 85.7% for BMU only
and 100% for BMU + SRIM. The accuracy improvement is particularly significant for the
small-to-moderate damage level (less than 1% of IDA). From these results, the proposed
approach using nonparametric system identification is demonstrated to be effective for
post-earthquake safety assessment of as-built high-rise buildings.

For future work, combining insights from online model updating is critical from the
point of seeking the big changes in the analysis model due to sensor issues and structural
damage (residual yielding and deformation) caused by seismic events. Nonparametric
model updating (e.g., [51,52]) is promising for informing these types of issues in advance
during the operation by updating the analysis model using measured accelerations.
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estimation using four window cases (red: Experimental cases 1−7 of Table 3); (b) results of estimation
using the maximum DI from four window cases.
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4. Discussion of Cost-Benefit Tradeoffs

This section discusses some of the cost-benefit tradeoffs for the proposed rapid con-
dition assessment system. As discussed in the introduction, this rapid safety evaluation
system can support the building owner to report the building condition after seismic events.
This immediate safety evaluation leads customers to determine business continuity and, if
safety issues are observed, require immediate evacuation to protect users from building
disaster. This system can also save the cost of periodical human inspections of buildings,
which include investigation of invisible structural components (e.g., beams, columns, and
slabs) covered by ceiling and finishing. On the other hand, this system requires period-
ical maintenance of its components, such as Personal Computer (PC), Uninterruptable
Power Supply (UPS), and accelerometers. In addition, the initial system and labor (include
engineering) cost cannot be neglected. This section discusses the proposed rapid safety
assessment system with regards to initial cost and ongoing maintenance. In this study,
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systems with different numbers of accelerometers are compared based on the percentage
of total cost and accuracy of estimation.

Initial costs include the software for the assessment system, the PC, a UPS, sensors,
installation, and engineering. Maintenance and replacement costs cannot be neglected due
to the limited lifetime of PC, UPS, and sensors, when compared to that of the building.
The PC and UPC need to be replaced every 7 to 8 years, while accelerometers are required
to be replaced approximately every 15 years [53]. Based on the study conducted by Mita
et al. [54], a comparison of the percentage that the sensor cost dominated from the total
cost are shown in Figure 15. The percentage of sensor cost (total cost of sensors/total of
initial and running cost) is clearly dominated as the time elapsed due to the necessity of
sensor updating (every 15 years). From these results, minimizing the number of sensors
employed is one of important factors to be considered.
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Figure 15. Percentage cost of sensors from the total cost.

The comparison of training accuracy based on the number of sensors used is then
performed. Four different cases are considered (i.e., 2, 3, 4, and 7 sensors located with
equal intervals along the height of the building). Training is conducted based on using
44,500 samples created from Table 6. The accuracy of each case is calculated using 5000
different samples for testing to estimate DI and classified following the safety classification
procedure. Figure 16 describes the result of accuracy based on the number of sensors used
in this system. Applying two sensors (at the top and bottom) slightly decreases the accuracy
of training. However, the number of sensors used in this system does not extremely affect to
the result of accuracy. This result demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed system that can
be adopted with a reasonable number of sensors even for the case of a high-rise building.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes and experimentally validates an approach for rapid post-earthquake
safety assessment of tall buildings using sparse accelerations. To this end, a 1/3-scale 18-story
experimental steel building tested on the shaking table at E-Defense in Japan was considered.
A brief overview of the previous work was first presented, followed by a description of the
parametric model updating and online model updating methods employed for the simplified
linear analysis model used to calculate the Damage Sensitive Features (DSFs) during the
operation. Subsequently, validation was performed using data from a shaking-table test of the
1/3-scale 18-story experimental steel building. A CNN was trained to estimate the Maximum
Interstory Drift Angle (IDA) based on the measured ground excitation and accelerations at
selected floors for the 1/3-scale 18-story building. These results were then used to classify the
building into one of three categories, “safe”, “restricted use”, and “unsafe”. After completion
of training, the CNN evaluation was performed using testing data, achieving more than
97.1% of accuracy. The system was further validated experimentally using the large-scale
experimental data from the E-defense test in Japan. The comparisons of the safety assessment
approaches with and without online model updating showed that updating the linear state-
space model using the SRIM method is effective for obtaining accurate DSFs. Applying ground
excitation and DSFs after the nonparametric model updating led to the correct classification
of all experimental cases. Finally, the cost-benefit analysis of this system was introduced,
where the significance of the initial and maintenance cost was discussed. These evaluations
concluded that the proposed approach for high-rise buildings indicates that the building
condition can be determined rapidly after a seismic event occurs.
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